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“the ultimate duo for any occassion!”

Starring:    Kerri Lynn     *    Gary Harvey

ABOUT GARY AND KERRI

Gary Ray Harvey, born and raised in Amarillo, Texas has played guitar with a variety of artists
including The Platters, The Coasters, Jimmy Collins, and Farm Aid with Willie Nelson. He even
appeared on the hit single, “I Love Texas.” For much of the past 6 years, Harvey performed with
Jim Morris and the Big Bamboo Band. Gary has written and performed many songs as a solo
artist including “911,” his heartfelt reaction to the catastrophe on September 11, 2001, and
“You’re Mean” which was one of his first solo releases. Through radio play and broadcast inter-
views, Gary has developed a loyal and dedicated fan base.

Over the past 20 years, Gary Harvey has performed in more than twenty countries and fourty-
two states.

Gary is a solid sound engineer as well, having worked with the likes of Merle Haggard and
Kansas. As a graduate of GIT (Guitar Institute of Technology) in Los Angeles, Gary has taken his
talent and experiences where many only dream to go.

His career with Kerri, though brief in comparison, has taken him to a new level of entertainment.
With his aggressive guitar technique, gritty vocals and a million dollar smile, Gary Ray is a leader
in his profession. He thanks God for the chance encounter with Kerri Lynn that first brought them
together for a 5-song performance at an open mic night, and led to immediate bookings for the
two.

Kerri Lynn, a Florida transplant from New Jersey started her singing career in her church’s choir
and has since catapulted into the top 40 scene, singing backup for Rod Stewart and performing
the National Anthem for thousands in packed arenas, while still finding time to perform with
various local bands. Her new-found career and partnership with Gary has allowed her to further
devlop herself as both a singer and entertainer. With influences such as Bonnie Raitt, Melissa
Ethridge and Stevie Nicks, she dazzles the stage with attitude, style and her sexy sense of
humor.

This dynamic duo has been busy in the studio with such releases as “Gary and Kerri - Live At
The Southwick Inn,” a two-song release “911 with the Starspangled Banner,” and they are cur-
rently recording the much anticipated, “Nice To Meet You” album, scheduled for release in 2008.
In late 2007, Gary and Kerri recorded their first ‘video audition’ for CMT’s “Can You Duet?”
television program.

When not in the studio, Gary and Kerri can often be found performing in Southwest Florida, but
their talent and determiniation have taken them throughout the United States performing at fairs,
festivals and a variety of private/corporate events.. You can find out more about Gary and Kerri,
including audio/video samples, photographs and booking information at www.GaryandKerri.com
or by visiting Celebrity Direct Entertainment’s website at www.CelebrityDirect.net.   
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sample song list (continued)

GARY AND KERRI   - INPUT LIST:

* Acoustic GTR:- D.I.
* Kerri’s vocal: Shure SM 87 on straight stand
* Gary / Guitar vocal: Shure SM 87 or SM 58 on boom stand
* Effects: Yamaha SPX 90 or Lexicon for reverb/delay
* Compression: Inserted on vocals
* Monitors: 2 mixes - minimum 12” speakers
* 31 Band 1/3 Octave EQ for monitors


